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About This Game

Heroes of Delum is a real-time strategy survival game, playable in single and multiplayer co-op. Fight hordes of
monsters on a randomly generated world!

Dark forces are unleashed on the world of Delum, you play a nameless hero who fights against its minions that spawn from the
dark magic portal of Delum.

Will you stand alone or as a team, and fight once more to stop evil in its track?

Your goal is to survive: collect resources, build defenses, upgrade your character.
Win, using your brawn and brains, and the help of your friends!
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INFINITE WORLDS

The arena you play in is procedurally generated. This means that every time, you play in a different world with different
characteristics and strategies!

COMPLETE QUESTS

Special events randomly occur and need you and your team to work together in order to complete them!

FROM CAKE TO HELL

There are different difficulty modes, expanding the gameplay and complexity. Can you unlock them all and beat Hell?

A STRATEGIC CHALLENGE

A variety of enemies with different strengths to overcome is attacking you. Adapt your builds and strategies to vanquish them
all!

MONTHLY LEADERBOARD

You want competitivity? Try out the ranked mode! Each month, the leaderboard is reset and a new map is randomly generated
for the ranked mode only. Dominate other teams!

RANK UP

The better you play, the more XP you will get and the more likely you are to rank up. Show your friends who is the boss!

...AND NINJA CATS!
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Heroes of Delum is exactly the game many of us have been dreaming of for ages - a MOBA that brings a lot of the RTS
elements into it, such as construction, research, upgrades, etc. Once the game is done, it will be amazing but currently it's so
early in development that it's not even worth wasting your time trying it out. I'll keep an eye on development and will be very
excited on the day I can turn this into a positive review!

Here's just a few of the basics that are currently lacking in the game 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/676700\/discussions\/0\/1769259642884477336\/

EDIT not even a minor update in over 4 months and from the little I've gathered from the devs I'm dropping any faith I've had
in this eventually fulfilling its promise. Don't waste time with this unless it's a free weekend or you've played it beforehand and
know what you're getting into.
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